
 

 
 
 
 

Mail Archive Version 7.0.1.6 Software Update Description 
 
Applicable Model 

MA-100 MA-200 MA-300 MA-500 MA-600 
 

Applicable Version 
7.0.1.6 
 

Notes 
======================================================================================= 

     
The system will be suspended during upgrading. When finishing the process, it will be rebooted 
automatically. 
 

【Device Setting】 
【Login page】 

Fix an issue that unusual proportion for the Logo picture. 
【Time Setting】 
    1. Modify the JP Tokyo Host address on Use Time Server. 
   2. Add「Check Time Now」Button. 
【Device Command】 
   1. Fix an issue that system can not add in original SSL certificates automatically after return to  

default setting. 
   2. Modify the Host Name of Server and add inadvertent error prevention mechanism. 
   3. Add「HTTPS SSL High Level」Setting. 
   4. Add customized Admin-Signin Logo Setting and change the prearranged Logo. 

Add「SSL Certificate」Setting, including certificate information and Let's Encrypt signing 
 or input manually. 

【Mail Handle】 
Modify an issue that system will check and delete the overdue record automatically based on 

 Log Life Cycle & Statistic Data Life Cycle. To reduce the effect for system operation. 
【SMTP Server】 
    1. Fix an error that when use Port 465 and TLS ON(SSL) to sending mail.  
    2. Modify an issue that when add/modify/import accounts, allow incomplete email format  

(like admin or user). 
    3. Modify imported sending domain setting. Do not need to authenticate DNS valid record, 

 only need to accord with the domain format. 
    4. Add Server port & prearranged email setting on SMTP Server. 
    5. Add Error Information for invalid DNS query on Send Fail Log. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
【Backup】 

    1. Fix an issue that system can not mount if remote backup folder of Samba contains blank  
character. 

    2. Fix some of backup content is missing on Full Backup Setup. 
    3. Fix an issue that information on user interface is not incorrect after system restored. 
    4. Fix the compatible problem for some samba device brand (like Thecus) . 
    5. Modify HDD for「Full Backup Setup」. If already be used as main HDD, user can delete  

setting which original on「Full Backup Setup」. 
    6. Modify「Backup Setup」setting, starting on Sunday. And add brand new backup for  

contents data. 
    7. 「Restore Backup Record」has been renamed「Backup and Restore - Record」. 

【Software Upgrade】 
    1. Fix an issue that estimated time of upgrading display unusually. 
    2. Add multiple backup host for update server, providing continuous transmission and  

transmission retry. 
【High Availability】 

    1. Fix an issue that normal synchronization is misjudged as a failure. 
    2. Fix an issue that the slave did not delete icon for expired message notification. 
    3. Fix an issue that system should not allow firmware to synchronize software updates when  

the status of slave is unknown or initial. 
    4. Fix an issue that the synchronization for time zone setting was not complete. 
    5. Fix an issue that Rspamd can not operate normally after slave takes over service,. 
    6. Fix an issue that HA did not display the new IP normally due to change Lan IP through the  

console set_ IP.  
【Message Notification】 

    1. Fix an issue that Notification Letter Group List & Line Notify List may did not according to  
notification items setting to send message. 

    2. Fix an issue that hierarchy icon of Notification Letter can not display on some Webmail  
interface. 

    3. Fix an issue that the content of Notification Letter can not display itself on Gmail. 
    4. Modify the content of Notification Letter, prevent mail being misjudged as a Spam.  
    5. Modify If「SNMPv1 Server Setting」can not send mail, try to search recipient’s domain  

automatically and send out directly. 
    6. Add new notification of 「Architecture > Proxy, ShareTech Sync」and 「Kaspersky 

Anti-Virus  
Engine License expire」. 

    7. Add「Notify Notice」button on「Basic Setup>General」and if interval time is 0, system  
would not send out the mail. 

【iSCSI】 
Check network segment for other interface automatically, prevent itself from conflicting. 

【Uninterruptible Power System】 
Add SNMPv1 & SNMPv3 mode and system support for FT UPS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

   • 【External Mail Archive】 
【Database Backup Setting】 

    1. Fix an issue that if the port is not standard 3306, backup will be failed. 
    2. Fix an issue that backup record of external archive database was misjudged as a failure. 

    3. Add database & mail file backup, and user can choose to close or not. 
【Mail File Backup Setting】 

Fix an issue that if there are too many files, backup will be failed. 
 
 

    • 【Architecture】 
【Network Interface & Routing】 
   1. Fix an issue that network disconnection caused all routing setting get invalid. 
   2. Fix an issue that interface of Transparent Mode was invalid on Routing Setup. 
【POP3 Proxy】 

Fix an issue that POP3 Proxy continued failure for Outlook & Hotmail. 
【IMAP Proxy】 

    1. Fix an error that inbox mail will be covered if the format of folder name is not standard. 
    2. Fix invalid operation of keeping and deleting email over set days and the issue which may  

result in getting duplicate mails.  
    3. Fix an issue that POP3 Proxy & IMAP Proxy can not receive mail. 
    4. Fix an issue that the security breach (CVE-2018-19518) for IMAP Proxy. 
    5. Fix an issue that login will be failed if password contains blank characters. 
【ShareTech Sync】 
    1. Fix synchronization for mail log, including missing relevant group members and Message-ID. 
    2. Fix an error about synchronization on system black/white listing. 
   3. Fix incomplete synchronization for mail logs which in quarantine zone. 
    4. Fix an issue that mail log is duplicate. 
    5. Add synchronization for log quarantine zone, containing part of Sandstorm. 
    6. If MS’s client - server model is enabled, system will instruct users that master & slave need to  

synchronize separately. 
【Bridge & Gateway Mail Queue】 

Fix an issue that mail queue amount calculated wrongly, result in system send a mistaken  
Notification letter or did not send out at all. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

    • 【Authentication & Permissions】 
【Users Management】 

    1. Fix an issue that once subpages for administrator was restricted, bring about other available  
subpages become invalid. 

    2. Fix an issue that alias recipients are rejected due to alias setting lapse. 
    3. Modify the format for users/group/department accounts (AD) & recipients of quarantine  

zone notice will transform into lower-case automatically after saving data on email. 
【OAuth】 

    1. Fix an issue that OAuth caused login page load too slow. 
    2. In response to Google’s changes, modify the application instructions of Google OAuth. 
    3. Simplify the application setting for Office365 OAuth. 

【Account Integration】 
    1. Fix an issue that the synchronization for AD and LDAP department may replace each other. 
    2. Modify「AD account Integration」setting, multiple IP & Domain could be set up on the same  

AD server, so that user can set up different synchronized rules for different domain. 
 

    • 【Mail Audit & Firewall】 
【Filter】 

    1. Fix an issue that if attached file name is special, mail content will become invalid. 
    2. Fix a sending error that when carbon copy is sent by SMTP sever, did not reference to TLS 

 setting correctly. 
    3. Fix that when auditor did not follow the authentication of original mail, result in the 

 failure of release. 
    4. Fix the issue of content format after importing setting file. 

【Mail Firewall】 
    1. Fix an issue that「Mail Firewall Set up> Abnormal SMTP Authentication」 

did not exclude trust IP list. 
    2. Fix an issue that「Mail Firewall Set up> SMTP Traffic Abnormal Detection」 

is not valid in gateway mode. 
    3. Modify「Mail Firewall Set up>IP Blocked List」, only can be established under  

Subnet mask Class B (/16), prevent system from adding too much range. 
 
    • 【Anti-Virus】 
【Anti-Virus Engines】 

    1. Fix a failure that updated status of Clam AV are misjudged. 
    2. Fix an issue that when upload Kaspersky License, system pops up blank warning window. 
 

    • 【ShareTech Sandstorm】 
Add Sandstorm which is containing「URL Filtering」&「Malware Filtering」and ect. 
 

    • 【Anti-Spam】 
【Basic Setting】 

    1. Fix a failure about the update on「Spam Mail Learning Sharing」. 
    2. Fix a failure that「Check for updates」is failed because of connection speed. 
    3. Upgrade spam service to version 8.0.4. 

【Spam List Setting】 
    1. Fix a failure about「Send User Spam List>Only Send To Local User Account」. 



 

    2. Modify the list of quarantined notice that change to generate a notification 
letter for  

every 1,000 quarantined letters. 
【Spam Mail Learning】 

Modify only「Spam Learning Sharing」 is not enabled, there will be  
「Spam Mails Learn Every Hour」and「Learn Now / Learning Record」. 

【Personal B/W list】 
Fix an issue that system generate multiple mail according to personal B/W list setting  

caused personal B/W list setting become invalid. 
【Spam Mail Protection】 

    1. Fix a failure about deletion and quarantine for SPF & DKIM. 
    2. Fix an issue that DKIM signature get invalid due to changing subject or forwarding to auditor. 
    3. Fix an issue that some of valid status for DNS TXT was misjudged as a failure.  
    4. Modify「IP Address PTR Check>Sender Fail PTR Check」 

,add the restriction of invalid input for spam score 
    5. Add「list of DKIM public & private key」, the key size can support 1024 bits. 
 
 

    • 【Log】 
【Mail Log】 

    1. Fix an issue that the mail log may missing. And accelerate processing speed. 
    2. Modify an issue that subject of notification letter did not match the setting in「Detail」. 
    3. Fix an issue that when rejected mail (Content-Type: message/rfc822) is large,  

result in record missing. 
    4. Fix an issue that recipient of unusual letter display the status for「normal」in Detail. 
    5. Modify an issue that inquiry efficiency becomes worse due to too much data. 
    6. Add「Export」mail log. 

【Use Log】 
    1. Fix an issue that the record get incomplete after deleting queue. 
    2. Fix an issue that system did not record「User」and「Login IP」 

correctly after update the virus signature manually. 
    3. Add the login record for Outlook Mail Archive Plugin. 

【Statistical Report】 
Add new function of Statistical Report, containing Basic Setup & Report Content Format &  

Regular Report Setup & Custom Time Report Setup. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
    • 【User Interface】 
【Login Page】 

    1. Fix an issue that authentication code did not display normally. 
    2. Modify authentication code format that use 5 random number. 
    3. Modify an issue that allow user to remain blank characters for login password. 
    4. Add a new prompt that system will pop up automatically when user’s authority is 

 insufficient by using Oauth to log in. 
【Mail】 

    1. Fix an issue that attached file did not appear the icon correctly. 
    2. Fix an issue about「Advanced Filter」, screen stuck when searching with Email Content. 
    3. Fix a failure about「Advanced Filter」when search with attachment size. 
    4. Fix a data error that search with subject containing % for  

「Download All / Export All / Restore All」. 
    5. Fix an issue when reference mode is on, recipient’s column become blank. 
    6. Fix an issue that attached file containing Content-ID was misjudged and did not be displayed. 
    7. Fix an issue when remote database be used, recipient’s column get blank. 
    8. Fix an issue about「Advanced Filter」, result in mail can not be opened. 
    9. Fix an issue that if 「Show mail total pages」is disabled and「Reference mode」 is on, 

 bring about next page can not be clicked. 
    10. Fix an issue that external remote archive mail can not be read. 
    11. Fix an issue that the setting will be applied to everyone when one of  

recipient retrieve mail(non-spam). 
    12. Fix an issue that unarchived spam after retrieval (non-spam)  

can not be checked content or exported. 
    13. Fix an issue that mail restore has a security breach (CVE-2018-19518) by using IMAP. 
    14. Fix an issue that if mail subject contain special symbols (like Emoji),  

result in mail can not be listed and page become blank. 
    15. Fix an issue about mail restore. 
    16. Modify the setting of mailing list & search & download all & export all &  

restore all that become based on content date. 
【Quarantine/Delete】 

Add「Advanced Search」, including condition for recipient’s column. 
【Export Queue】 

Fix an issue that when user set up「Time range for mail access」, 
caused mail did not export correctly. 

Fix an issue that the「Download」button for exported mailing list is missing , 
bring about an error of downloading. 

【Logging】 
    1. Fix an issue that downloaded mail did not have record at first time. 

    2. Add open mail and download attachment for audit, including record searching for 
「Source Downloading(audit)」and「Attachment Downloading(audit)」 

【Set up】 
    1. Fix an issue that「Show mail total pages」is not enabled. 
    2. Simplify setting for「Profile>Line Notify」 
    3. Modify mail restore setting that become base on content date. 

【Association Graph】 



 

Modify searching setting that become base on content date. 
【Other】 

Fix an issue that system will return to homepage after reorganization. 
 
 

    • 【Other】 
    1. Fix an issue that system log took up too much hard disk space. 

    2. Fix an issue that system can not determine tar compression format when process mail. 
    3. Modify an issue that system overloaded and stuck. 
    4. Simplify the binding application procedures of line notify. 
    5. Modify the style of management interface & notification letter. 
    6. Add XSS attack protection. 
    7. Add SMTPS 587 Port record. 

  
   
 


